
Annual report for 2023-24 (Second term) 

Introduction: Amrita is a four-

year-old girl who has been 
attending the school since last year. 
She hails from a distant village and 
accompanies her father to school. 
Amrita has a deep fondness for 
attending school regularly. She 
exhibits remarkable politeness and 
sincerity, making her a cherished 
member of the classroom. She is 
amicable and enjoys interacting 
with her peers. 

Circle Time: During circle time, Amrita 

demonstrates exemplary behaviour by 
sitting quietly with her eyes closed. She 
actively participates in chanting 
sessions and has memorized several 
chants such as "asatoma satgamaya," 
"om ananandmayee," "tat savitur varam 
Rupam," and "shri vakratunda maha 
kaya." Additionally, she has learned 
numerous songs including "chhoti si 
munni," "tan ho sundar," "stuti aaradhana," "nanhe munnhe bache," "row row 



row boat," "dhobi aaya," "nache 
re mor," "nache meri mor," 
"hathi aaya jhumke," "machli jal 
ki Rani hai," "lal lal motor," and 
"choti choti chidiya." 

Activities: Amrita thoroughly 

enjoys engaging in activities, 
particularly drawing and 
colouring. She displays 
excitement while colouring and 
demonstrates the ability to 
colour neatly and swiftly. She 
enthusiastically participates in 
finger painting activities and 
delights in playing with paint 
colours. When provided with 
pictures to colour by her 
teacher, she eagerly takes up 
the task. 

English: In English class, Amrita 

attentively sits and eagerly listens to 
stories while observing the 
corresponding pictures in the books. 
She actively repeats words after the 
teacher and endeavours to articulate 
them herself. 

Math: Currently, Amrita has 

mastered counting up to twenty 
without assistance from her teacher. 
She enjoys collecting pebbles, 
leaves, and beads, using them for 
counting activities. Additionally, she 
takes pleasure in arranging objects to 
create flower designs. 



Programs: Amrita eagerly participates in school programs and 

performances. On the Mother's birthday on February 21st, she performed an 
action song titled "O Sweet Mother." Although she experienced some 
nervousness on stage, she showcased her participation with enthusiasm. 



 


